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Abstract— Distributed Generation has become a consolidated 

phenomenon in distribution grids in the last few years. Even 
though the matter is very articulated and complex, islanding 
operation of distribution grid is being considered as a possible 
measure to improve service continuity. In this paper a novel 
static converter control strategy to obtain frequency and voltage 
regulation in islanded distribution grid is proposed. Two 
situations are investigated: in the former one electronic converter 
and one synchronous generator are present, while in the latter 
only static generation is available. In the first case converter 
control will realize virtual inertia and efficient frequency 
regulation by mean of PID regulator; this approach allows to 
emulate high equivalent inertia, hence limiting the ROCOF and 
maximum frequency deviation, and, in the meantime, to obtain 
faster frequency regulation, which could not be possible with 
traditional regulators. In the second situation a Master-Slave 
approach will be adopted to maximize frequency and voltage 
stability. Even though the presented results are obtained in a grid 
with only two generators, the proposed approach can be extended 
to more general configurations with few generation units. 
Simulation results confirm that the proposed control allows 
islanded operation with high frequency and voltage stability 
under heavy load variations.  

Keywords— virtual inertia; smart grid; islanded grid operation; 
ancillary services;  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Distributed Generation has been having a growing impact 

on distribution grids in the last few years. More and more 
active users are hence involved in grid dynamics, but, because 
of normative and technical issues, they are not involved in grid 
management. In order to improve service continuity, active 
users and generators should be involved in an integrated grid 
management strategy [1]-[3]; this approach, with particular 
attention to islanded operation, can be a key to evolve from 
traditional grids to smart grids. Moreover, active users are not 
highly involved in frequency regulation – in fact, only active 
power modulation during frequency transients is foreseen [4]-
[6]. Among many available studies, two main approaches are 
recognizable: some of them [7]-[19] are aimed to control static 
converters in order to emulate synchronous generators 
behaviour, especially during grid transients and with particular 
attention to inertia emulation [20]- [27]; other studies [28]-[34] 
are aimed to realize efficient micro-grid control with high 
frequency and voltage stability, obtained mostly through a 

droop control or master-slave approach. The emulation of 
synchronous generators allows easy and effective integration of 
renewable energy sources with the main grid; furthermore, 
virtual synchronous generators can participate to frequency and 
voltage regulation as traditional ones. These considerations led 
to different synchronous generator emulation solutions, from 
the synchronverter [7]-[10] to more general virtual 
synchronous generators [11]-[19]; in the latter, different levels 
of synchronous generators modelling are used, ranging from 
the complete model to the bare mechanical/inertia emulation. 
In particular, a first formulation of the synchronverter is 
presented in [7], while [8]-[10] present updated and improved 
iterations addressing specific issues of the original formulation. 
A similar approach has also developed under the name of 
virtual synchronous generator  [11]-[16]. In [11] an overview 
on synchronous generator emulation is presented, while some 
newer perspectives in VSG control, with particular reference to 
oscillation damping, is reported in [13], [14]. More recent high-
voltage applications are presented in [15]-[17]. Note that, for 
some applications, storage devices may be necessary to 
perform synchronous generators emulation - examples can be 
found in [18], [19]. Some other papers [20]-[26], on the 
contrary, focus only on inertia emulation, neglecting the 
electrical part of the synchronous generators model: this 
approach produced results both for micro-grid [20]-[22] and 
power systems [23] applications. Wind turbines can also be 
considered as sources of virtual inertia, as reported in [24],[25], 
while a basically different approach, more similar to an 
induction machine than a synchronous generator, is proposed 
in [26]. Nevertheless, synchronous generator emulation does 
not completely take advantage of the high dynamic 
performances of static converters. Furthermore, when micro-
grids are considered, a two-fold scope is pursued: on one side, 
high-performance frequency and voltage control is generally 
requested, while, on the other side, a general simplification in 
system control is desired. These considerations cast a growing 
interest on alternative approaches in micro-grids control and 
operation, mainly ascribable to droop [28]-[31] or master–slave 
[32],[33] control; an interesting comparison between 
synchronous generator emulation and droop control is reported 
in [34]. Secondary regulation and hierarchical control 
structures are also proposed in [28], [35]-[37]. 

In this paper a novel static converter control strategy to 
obtain frequency and voltage regulation in islanded distribution 
grid is proposed. A small medium-voltage islanded grid will be 
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considered as case study and two situations are investigated: in 
the former one synchronous generator and one static converter 
are connected to the grid, while in the latter only two static 
converters are present. In both cases, converters are supposed 
to be powered by active DC micro-grids [1],[3] and transition 
from grid connected to islanded operation and vice versa will 
not be considered. 

In the first case, due to the presence of a prevalent 
synchronous generator, a single regulator will be designed to 
perform inertia emulation and effectively contribute to 
frequency regulation, overcoming the machine/governor 
emulation in VSGs and steady state errors of droop control; 
this approach allows to emulate high equivalent inertia, hence 
limiting the ROCOF and maximum frequency deviation, and, 
in the meantime, to obtain faster frequency regulation, which 
could not be possible with traditional regulators. In order to 
allow for secondary regulation, in particular in case storage 
devices are used, a second regulator is added to control steady-
state active power injection. The proposed control introduces a 
significant difference from the general inertia/synchronous 
generation emulation in that an integral term is introduced to 
control how the frequency nominal value is restored, but still 
the converter contribution is limited to transients due to the 
presence of the secondary regulator; furthermore, even if a 
supervisory control layer may be necessary to obtain economic 
load sharing, the proposed solution allows to fully exploit the 
converter dynamic capability enhancing grid stability, reducing 
frequency deviation and assuring zero steady-state frequency 
error. In the second case, being the micro-grid fed by static 
converter only, there is no need to reduce the converter 
bandwidth introducing inertia or synchronous machine 
emulation as long as the converters are correctly controlled; 
hence a master-slave approach is adopted to maximize 
frequency and voltage stability. The master converter will be 
operated at fixed frequency, so that there is no need for 
frequency regulation and grid transients are reduced to voltage 
transients. In comparison to droop control, this approach allows 
to obtain greater voltage and frequency stability with zero 
steady-state error. Achieving economic power sharing may 
require a supervisory control layer, but other control 
approaches would require secondary regulation, so that there is 
no significant difference in control complexity. 

This paper is organized as follow: Section II presents the 
problem statement and grid topologies, Section III illustrates 
control strategies for both situations, Section IV reports 
discussion on control stability, Section V presents the 
considered case studies and relative data, Section VI reports the 
main simulation results and final conclusions are presented in 
Section VII. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A. Voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with 
prevalent synchronous generation 
The first considered grid topology is shown in Fig.1,a and 

consists of a medium-voltage islanded feeder. Three loads are 
connected to the grid, which is fed by two active users, one 
inverter and one synchronous generator, supposed to be a 
regulating group. The main issue for grid operation is 

frequency regulation since, even though the speed governor of 
the synchronous generator can effectively restore nominal 
frequency after transients, the relatively reduced inertia of the 
system can lead to large frequency transients. Voltage 
regulation, on the contrary, is not critical. 

B. Voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with little 
or no synchronous generation 
The grid topology considered for this second case study is 

reported in Fig.1,b and is equivalent to study case A except 
from active users. Due to the substantial absence of rotating 
machines, frequency control is not critical, in that it is not 
related to mechanical constraints and grid can be operated at 
constant frequency; consequently, grid stability is reduced to 
voltage stability. Note that this situation can be easily 
generalized to grids in which minor synchronous generators are 
present or to grids comprising non-regulating synchronous 
generators. 

III. CONTROL STRATEGIES 

A. Voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with 
prevalent synchronous generation 
In this first case, the synchronous generator is assumed to 

be equipped with a suitable speed governor and static exciter; 
the speed governor [38] can be modelled as  
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where kg1, kg2, Tg1 are coefficients depending on the governor 
construction; the static excitation [38]  can be modelled as 
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where ke, Te1, Te2 are the excitation gain and time constants. 
The proposed strategy for inverter integration in frequency and 
voltage regulation consists of a current controlled inverter 
which, following grid voltage and frequency, injects active 
power to contrast frequency variations and reactive power to 
contrast voltage variations. A space-vector approach [39] is 
considered for compact and general three-phase system 
modelling. Current control is realized through a Smart 
Modulation algorithm, which allows to obtain direct current 
control and constant switching frequency [40],[41], and an 
inverse dynamic approach will be considered in order to 
compensate the output filter and transformer dynamics. This 
technique, largely applied in robot manipulators control, allows 
to transform a Multi-Input-Multi-Output coupled system into a 
set of linear decoupled systems by mean of a suitable feedback. 
Even though simpler control approaches (i.e. PI-based 
decoupled control) may produce good results [42], the inverse 
dynamic approach allows to compensate the natural 
oscillations of the filter and hence to ensure better dynamic 
performances. The converter topology considered for control 
synthesis is shown in Fig.2 and consists of a standard two 
level, low voltage inverter. However, the proposed control does 
not depend on converter topology except from the modulation 



 

algorithm, which can be reformulated for different topologies. 
The LCL output filter is constituted by the filter inductance Ls, 
the filter capacitor C and the transformer inductance Lg. 
Transformer winding resistances, magnetization inductance 
and iron losses are neglected for simplicity; anyway, they 
proposed approach can be easily adapted to consider those 
parameters. Considering grid voltage space vector vg as phase 
reference, reference currents can be obtained in d-q domain as 
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where ig ref is the reference current space vector and Pref, Qref are 
the reference active and reactive power. Note that, being the 
reference current ig ref calculated from the measured grid 
voltage, active and reactive power injected from the converter 
are naturally decoupled. The reference current space vector is ref 
can be obtained by mean of an inverse dynamic approach. 
Defining the current tracking error as 

i g ref g
ε = −i i   (4) 

it is then possible to write the dynamic current error equation  

1 2 3

1
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T T dt
T

η ε ε ε ε= + ⋅ + ⋅ + ∫    (5) 

where Ti1, Ti2, and Ti3 are coefficients to be chosen in order to 
obtain the desired damping and dynamic response. Derivatives 
of the tracking error are present with order up to the relative 
order of the system to obtain explicit dependence from the 
control variable is. However, error derivatives do not have to be 
numerically computed: in fact, considering inductors and 
capacitors constitutive relations, it is not difficult to prove that  
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where vc is the capacitor voltage space vector and ω is the 
system angular frequency. 

In (6), (7) only the reference current and grid voltage 

derivatives are present: the former can be easily calculated 
since the current reference is calculated in the control, while 
the latter can practically be neglected with little or no impact 
on dynamic performance. Substituting (4), (6) and(7) in (5) and 
imposing ηi=0 and is= is ref, it is possible to obtain the current 
reference is ref as 
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where gains are defined as gi1=Ti1/Ti2, gi2=1/Ti2, gi3=1/Ti2Ti3. It 
is possible to determine gain values considering (5) in 
frequency domain and imposing ηi=0; it is not difficult to  
prove that optimal damping is obtained when gi1=3/T, gi2=3/T 2 

and gi3=1/T 3, where T is the desired system time constant to be 
set considering the desired dynamic performances. A suitable 
range for time constant tuning is T ∈ [0.001, 0.004] s, in which 
the upper bound is set in order to reach steady-state condition 
within one period of the fundamental frequency, while the 
lower bound is set to avoid interference of switching dynamics 
in the control loop. Note that this approach reduces three 
independent gain choices to a single time constant choice, 
hence reducing the degrees of freedom of the problem; 
anyway, at least for this application, this leads to satisfactory 
performances. Overall, the control is equivalent to a PID 
regulator with a feed-forward/compensation term: in (8) the 
first term can be considered a feed-forward/compensation term, 
while the second, third and fourth terms are, respectively, 
derivative, proportional and integral terms, even though the 
current tracking error derivative is mostly obtained 
analytically. Anyway, this approach allows to directly obtain 
optimal gains and feed-forward/compensation terms with no 
need for complete closed-loop analysis. The impact of the 
proposed method on the stability of the system will be 
discussed in the Section IV, B. Defined the lower level of 
control, it is necessary to build reference active and reactive 
power to obtain voltage and frequency regulation. For these 
purposes, the grid will be considered prevalently inductive; 
anyway, the proposed control is barely affected by grid 
impedance as long as it is not prevalently resistive (i.e. as long 
as it is possible to control grid frequency by mean of active 
power). Voltage regulation can be generally realized locally or 
centralized: if centralized, a reference reactive power will be 
provided by the Distribution System Operator (DSO), while, if 
locally realized, a reference voltage should be provided. If a 
reactive power reference is provided, it can be directly used in 
(3) to obtain reference currents; on the contrary, if a reference 
voltage vc is provided, voltage regulation can be implemented 
by mean of a PI regulator fed with voltage deviation. In order 
to obtain integrated virtual inertia and frequency regulation, a 
PID regulator is necessary to provide reference active power 
depending on frequency deviation. The PID regulator is 
considered in the form 
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Figure 1 – a) first and b) second considered grid topologies 

 
Figure 2 - Inverter topology 



 

where kp, ki and kd are, respectively, the proportional, integral 
and derivative gains and N is the additional pole frequency, to 
be chosen accordingly to the desired bandwidth. The global 
microgrid control scheme comprising converter and 
synchronous generator regulators is reported in Fig.3. To 
realize virtual inertia, the synchronous machine rotor swing 
equation will be considered in order to design the derivative 
action coefficient kd. The swing equation can be written in its 
linearized form [38] as 

m e s
d

P P J B
dt
ω

ω ω− = +  (10) 

where Pm is mechanical power, Pe is electrical power, J is rotor 
moment of inertia, ω is rotor angular speed, ωs is synchronism 
angular speed and B is the friction factor. The derivative action 
can hence be approximated by the product of rotor moment of 
inertia J and synchronism angular speed ωs, namely kd =Jωs. 
Consequently, the derivative action coefficient kp should be 
chosen according to 

d eq sk J ω=  (11) 

so that an equivalent rotor inertia Jeq is emulated during the 
frequency transients. Proportional and integral coefficients kp 
and ki will be chosen in order to obtain efficient primary and 
secondary regulation. Proportional gain kp should be chosen in 
order to provide a reasonable droop and can be obtained from 

inv
p s

P
k

σ ω
=   (12) 

where Pinv is the inverter rated power and σ is the droop 
coefficient. This approach allows to run the regulator as PD if 
necessary: in this case, which is usually limited to grid-
connected operation, the converter control is reduced to 
traditional droop control with inertia emulation by setting the 
integral term ki to zero. On the contrary, during islanded 
operation, the integral gain can be obtained by mean of the 
integral action time constant TI by means of 

p
i I

k
k

T
=   (13) 

Note that the integral term is not strictly necessary, in that the 
speed governor of the synchronous generator would eventually 
restore frequency nominal value even if the integral gain is set 
to zero. Furthermore, if the micro-grid is operated in grid-
connected mode, the integral term should be set to zero to 
allow for load sharing based on droop coefficients. 
Nevertheless, in this paper an integral term is adopted since, in 
islanded micro-grids, it introduces a further degree of freedom 

in frequency control which is not affected by mechanical 
constraints; in fact, the integral term allows to control how the 
frequency nominal value is restored and hence obtain better 
dynamic performances, especially when the considered micro-
grid is supplied by weaker generators. In order to perform 
secondary regulation, which is necessary when frequency 
regulation is based on storage devices or when higher level 
optimization is performed, a PI regulator (Fig.3) is introduced 
to perform steady-state active power control. To allow for 
efficient frequency regulation, this second regulator should 
have significantly lower bandwidth than frequency regulation, 
which drastically increase transient duration but keep 
frequency deviation into a smaller range. Faster secondary 
regulation can be performed to reduce storage device sizing, 
but this would clearly interfere with primary frequency 
regulation. Note that, in case of grid–connected operation, the 
secondary regulator should also be deactivated in order to 
allow the global control to be operated as a pure PD (i.e. droop 
control with virtual inertia). 

B. Voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with little 
or no synchronous generation 

Since no synchronous generators are present in this case, 
there’s no need to realize traditional voltage and frequency 
regulation. As long as microgrids with few power sources are 
considered, one could eventually contemplate fixed frequency 
operation in order to avoid frequency-related issues and 
maximize grid stability. Clearly, due to fixed frequency 
operation, this solution does not directly guarantee correct 
power sharing among converters, but this issue can be 
addressed by mean of a hierarchical control structure [37]. 
Hence, to maximize frequency and voltage stability, the 
proposed control strategy consists of a master converter 
(inverter 2) which imposes constant frequency and voltage and 
a slave converter (inverter 1) which injects a predefined active 
and reactive power into the grid (Fig.1,b). Inverter 1 control is 
very similar to case A in that it is required to exchange a 
predefined active and reactive power. In this second case, 
reference active power is constant since frequency regulation is 
not needed, while reference reactive power is obtained from a 
voltage regulator as in the previous case. On the contrary, 
Inverter 2 should behave as a high-performance voltage source. 
For this reason, a pseudo sliding-mode approach has been 
chosen for its high dynamic and stability performances. 
Detailed discussion on this control approach can be found in 
[32], [33], [43], [44]. Furthermore, this approach can be easily 
extended to modular converters to obtain greater flexibility, 
fault resilience, harmonic distortion cancellation and power 
transfer capabilities [45]-[47]. Considering voltage phase and 
frequency, there are no specific issues as long as the converter 

 
Figure 3 – Converter control for voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with prevalent synchronous generation 

 
 



 

is operated at fixed frequency. In this case frequency can be 
chosen arbitrarily, generally equal to its nominal value, and 
reference phase is obtained from frequency integral over time 
with arbitrary initial condition. Current references for the 
modulation algorithm are obtained with an inverse dynamic 
approach, analogously to the previously illustrated current 
control. The resulting microgrid control scheme is reported in 
Fig.4. Now let us focus on inverter 2 voltage control. Defined 
the voltage tracking error as 

v c ref c
ε = −v v   (14) 

it is then possible to write the dynamic voltage error equation 

1 2

1
vv v v v v

T dt
T

η ε ε ε= + ⋅ + ∫   (15) 

where Tv1, and Tv2 are coefficients to be chosen in order to 
obtain the desired damping and dynamic response. Considering 
the capacitors constitutive relations, it is easy to prove that  
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j
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In (16) only the reference voltage derivative is present and it 
can be easily obtained since the reference is calculated in the 
control. Substituting (16) and (14) in (15) and imposing ηv=0 
and is= is ref , it is possible to obtain the current reference is ref as 
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where gains are defined as gv1=1/Tv1, gv2=1/(Tv1Tv2). It is 
possible to determine gain values considering (15) in frequency 
domain with ηv=0; it is not difficult to prove that optimal 
damping is obtained when gv1=2/T, gv2=1/T 2, where T is the 
desired system time constant, which can be chosen as reported 
in the previous paragraph. Overall, the control is equivalent to 
a PI regulator with a feed-forward/compensation term: in (17) 
the first term can be considered a feed-forward/compensation 
term, while the second and third terms are, respectively, 
proportional and integral terms. The impact of the proposed 
method on the stability of the system will be discussed in the 
Section IV, A as well. 

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS 

A. Voltage control stability 
Let us consider voltage control firstly for simplicity. The 

controlled system can be written in normal form isolating real 
and imaginary components of space vectors as 

v v v v v v v
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with Im representing a m×m identity matrix. Define now an 
auxiliary state wv such that 

v v ref v
w y y= −   (20) 

Assuming is= is ref , it is possible to write (17) in matrix form as  
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Considering now (18), (20), substituting (21) in (18) and 
assuming, just for stability considerations, yv ref =0 and dv =0, 
after few calculation it is possible to write the extended 
dynamic system as  

1 2 2 2v vx g x g wv v v
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 =− +
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The extended dynamic matrix is then obtained as  
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with 0m representing a m×m null matrix. The characteristic 
polynomial of Av’ results in 

( )22
1 24

det( ') v vs s g s gv− = + +I A   (24) 

Considering (24), it is easy to prove that the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial have negative real part as long as 
gains gv1, gv2 are positive, which is granted with the adopted 
tuning method, and hence the controlled system is 
asymptotically stable. It is also highlighted that the eigenvalues 
of the dynamic matrix are assigned by choosing gains gv1, gv2, 
so that the internal dynamics can be arbitrarily assigned. Note 
that these results are obtained assuming is= is ref, which implies 
that their validity is intrinsically limited to the low frequency 
behaviour of the system (i.e. system behaviour neglecting 
switching ripple) and subject to the capability of the converter. 

B. Current control stability 
Let us now consider the current control, following the same 

path adopted for voltage control stability analysis. The 
controlled system can be written in normal form as 
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where xi=[vcd vcq igd igq]T, ui=[isd isq]T, di=[vgd vgq]T and 
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Define now an auxiliary state wi such that 
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Assuming is=is ref, yi ref =0 and di =0, (8) can be rearranged as 
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Considering now (25), (27) and (28), after some calculation the 
extended dynamic system can be obtained as  
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The extended dynamic matrix is then structured as  
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and the characteristic polynomial of Ai’ results  
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Considering (33), it is easy to prove that the zeros of the 
characteristic polynomial have negative real part as long as 
gains gi1, gi3 are positive and gi2>gi3/gi1, which is granted with 
the adopted tuning method, and that the eigenvalues of the 
dynamic matrix are assigned by choosing gains gi1, gi2, gi3. 
Final considerations expressed on voltage control are to be 
considered valid also for current control. 

C. Frequency  stability in micro-grids with prevalent 
synchronous generation 
For frequency stability considerations, the dynamics of 

interest can be modelled through transfer functions. The 
converter model, neglecting secondary regulation, can be 
reduced to (9) assuming converter dynamics to be much faster 
than frequency dynamics. The synchronous machine can be 
modelled rearranging (10) as  

( ) 1 1
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G s
Js Bsω
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  (34) 

The resulting system frequency regulation block diagram is 
reported in Fig.5. Considering (34), (1), (9), the closed-loop 
transfer function can be obtained as  
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Considering (9), (34), (35) it is clear than the denominator of 
the closed-loop transfer function is a fifth grade polynomial, so 
that analytical pole calculation is pretty complex and their 
dependence on regulators gain is unclear. Anyway, the transfer 
function poles can be easily calculated numerically to prove 
frequency stability. 

V. CASE STUDIES 

A. First case study: voltage and frequency regulation in 
micro-grids with prevalent synchronous generation 
The grid topology considered for the first case study is 

shown in Fig.1,a. Generators, loads, and transformers ratings 
are reported in Table 1. Line parameters are reported in Table 
1. The synchronous machine, speed governor and static exciter 
parameters are reported in Table 2, while the converter circuital 
parameters and assigned time constants, as long as its active 
power controller parameters, are reported in Table 3. The 
proposed control performances will be tested considering a step 
increase in load 1 power absorption from 500 kW to 1 MW at 
constant power factor. Simulations are performed in 
Matlab/Simulink. 

B. Second case study: voltage and frequency regulation in 
micro-grids with little or no synchronous generation 

The grid topology considered for this second case study is 
reported in Fig.1,b and is totally equivalent to study case A 
except from active users. Generators, loads, and transformer 
ratings are reported in Table 1. Line parameters are reported in 
Table 4. The converters circuital parameters and assigned time 
constants are reported Table 5. Grid operation will be tested 
considering a step increase in load 1 power absorption from 
500 kW to 1 MW in order to allow significant comparison 
between the two cases. Simulations are performed in 
Matlab/Simulink. 

 
Figure 4 – Converter control for voltage and frequency regulation in micro-grids with little or no synchronous generation 

 
 

 
Figure 5 - System frequency regulation block diagram 

 



 

TABLE 1 - GENERATORS AND LOADS 

Case study A Case study 
B Voltage [V] Rated Power 

Inverter Inverter 1 400 V 1250 kVA 
Synch. generator Inverter 2 400 V 2000 kVA 

Load 1 20 kV 1 MW, cosφ=0.95 
Load 2 20 kV 1 MW, cosφ=0.95 
Load 3 400 V 100 kW, cosφ=0.95 

Transformer 1 400/20000 2000 kVA 
Transformer 2 400/20000 2000 kVA 

 

TABLE 2 – LINE PARAMETERS  

Line Type Voltage 
[kV] 

Resistance 
[Ω/km] 

Reactance 
[Ω/km] 

Length 
[km] 

# 1 Overhead 20 1.5 0.5 2.0 
# 2 Overhead 20 1.5 0.5 2.0 
# 3 Overhead 20 1.5 0.5 1.5 

 

TABLE 3 – SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR PARAMETERS 

Synchronous Generator Speed Governor Exciter 
Parameter Value Par. Value Par. Value 
Nominal 

Frequency [Hz] 50 kg1 200 ke 2.5 
kg2 10 Te1 [s] 0.4 

J [ kg∙m2] 49.81 Tg1[s] 0.3 Te2 [s] 0.03 
B [N∙m∙s] 0.08 σsynch 0.05   

 

TABLE 4 – INVERTER PARAMETERS 

Converter Active Power Controller 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

PD (Fig.6) PID (Fig.8) 
fs [kHz] 10 𝜎𝜎  0.05 0.05 (red) 
Ls [ mH] 0.1 0.01 (green, blue) 
Lg [𝜇𝜇H] 32.6 Jeq 

[kg∙m2] 

0 (red) 50 (red) 
C [mF] 3.1 50 (green) 250 (green) 

T [s] 0.002 250 (blue) 500 (blue) 
fn [Hz] 50 TI [s] - 0.100 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. First case study: voltage and frequency regulation in 
micro-grids with prevalent synchronous generation 
At time t=0 the grid is in steady state; at time t=1 s, load 1 

increases its power absorption of 500 kW. Fig.6 reports the 
consequent frequency transient under different converter 
operation. As a reference, the frequency transient obtained with 
no converter contribution to frequency regulation is reported in 
black. Even though nominal frequency is correctly restored, the 
initial frequency oscillation amplitude is excessively large due 
to the reduced system inertia. Since in islanded operation 
relatively large transients are unavoidable, this may represent a 
significant issue. Traditional solutions to reduce this issue are 
converter droop control, which is also prescribed by the actual 
technical normative, and virtual inertia: the former allows to 
introduce a significant damping, but it is not very effective in 
reducing the initial frequency drop (Fig.6, red). On the contrary 
virtual inertia allows to reduce initial frequency drop (Fig.6, 

green and blue), but increases frequency transient durations 
since only the synchronous generator is acting to restore 
frequency nominal value. Clearly, if only equivalent rotor 
inertia is increased, the converter power contribution is similar 
to the one obtained with a similarly powered synchronous 
machine equipped with a heavier rotor: frequency oscillations 
are smaller, less damped and longer in period. For clarity, the 
power supplied by the converter and the synchronous generator 
during the aforementioned transients is reported in Fig.7. Even 
though this approach allows to obtain acceptable results, it is 
possible to further exploit converter capabilities in order to not 
only reduce frequency transient amplitude, but also to control 
how the nominal frequency is restored by adding an integral 
term, according to (13), and a secondary regulation loop 
(Fig.3). Fig.8 reports the consequent frequency transient under 
different converter operation. For the sake of clarity, the 
frequency transient obtained with no converter contribution to 
frequency regulation is reported in black as reference. Firstly, 
the transient obtained with parameters equal to the previous 
case with an added integral term is reported in Fig.8,  red. In 
this situation, the frequency transient amplitude is slightly 
reduced, but its duration is increased due to secondary 
regulation action, which restores converter power reference in 
about a minute. Anyway, since the secondary regulation allows 
to control steady state active power, it is possible to emulate a 
larger machine (i.e. larger inertia and smaller droop coefficient) 
in order to reduce frequency perturbations. The consequent 
results are reported in Fig.8, green and blue. One can notice 
that maximum frequency deviation is considerably reduced 
(lower than 100 mHz) and that few seconds after the beginning 
of the transient frequency deviation is reduced to few tens of 
mHz. If the proposed approach is applied, frequency transient 
amplitude and duration are a compromise solution due to 
inverter necessity to return to reference active power in a 
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Figure 6 - Frequency transient due to load step: constant inverter power 
(black), droop control (red, 𝜎𝜎=0.05), droop control with virtual inertia 

(green and blue, 𝜎𝜎=0.05, Jeq=50 kg∙m2 and Jeq=250 kg∙m2, respectively) 
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Figure 7- Power transient: synchronous generator (continuous) and 
inverter (dashed). Constant inverter power (black), droop control (red, 
𝜎𝜎=0.05), droop control with virtual inertia (green and blue, 𝜎𝜎=0.05, 

Jeq=50 kg∙m2 and Jeq=250 kg∙m2, respectively) 
 



 

limited time. Longer recovery time allows smaller frequency 
deviation but may require excessively large storage devices, 
while shorter recovery time requires less energy for frequency 
regulation, but may reduce control effectiveness. For clarity, 
the power supplied by the converter and the synchronous 
generator during the aforementioned transients is reported in 
Fig.9. Comparing the presented results, one can notice that the 
proposed control allows to significantly increase frequency 
stability as long as energy storage is available. If not, it is 
necessary to drastically reduce secondary regulation time 
constant, which leads to results similar to those obtained 
through the traditional PD control reported in Fig.8. In both 
cases, the proposed control allows to completely control 
frequency transients, both in terms of frequency deviation and 
transient duration. For the sake of completeness, voltage 
behaviour corresponding to the transient reported in  Fig.8, 
blue is reported in Fig.10. One can clearly notice that voltage 
transients are characterized by reduced amplitudes and 
duration, hence resulting completely acceptable under both 
technical and normative perspectives. In particular, generator 
nodes voltages, whose references are set few percent higher 

than their nominal value, are almost superimposed; load 
voltages, almost superimposed as well, remain close to their 
nominal value. 

B. Second case study: voltage and frequency regulation in 
micro-grids with little or no synchronous generation 
At time t=0 the grid is in steady state; at time t=1 s, load 1 

increases its power absorption of 500 kW. Fig.11 and Fig.12 
report, respectively, voltage and power transients due to load 2 
increased power absorption. One can notice that, due to the 
high-performance converter control, voltage transients are even 
smaller than in the previous case and consequently result 
completely acceptable. Generator nodes voltages, set few 
percent higher than their nominal value, are almost 
superimposed; load voltages, almost superimposed as well, 
remain close to their nominal value. Furthermore, as expected, 
converter 1 exchanged power is constant except from a 
negligible transient, while converter 2 power varies to fulfill 
the load request. Note that the proposed master-slave approach 
exhibits high stability and dynamic properties which allow to 
obtain far better performances with respect to droop-based 
control approaches, in that voltage are kept almost constant 
with no need for secondary regulation and negligible transients. 
Furthermore, frequency is kept constant, which would be 
impossible for both droop-based controls and virtual 
synchronous generators. It is also possible to observe that the 
proposed control does not perform load sharing between the 
different converters, but this issue may be addressed with a 
secondary regulation structure or a hierarchical control 
structure if necessary. Note also that the proposed control may 
encounter some issue if applied to a grid with many small 
generators and few large loads, in that it may not be possible to 
have a master converter in the traditional sense. This issue may 
be addressed with more sophisticated control approaches if 
necessary, but in medium voltage grids the generation is 
usually constituted by few relatively larger generators. 
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Figure 8- Frequency transient due to load step: constant inverter power 
(black), proposed PID control with secondary regulation: red (𝜎𝜎=0.05, 
Jeq=50 kg∙m2, Ti=0.1 s), green (𝜎𝜎=0.01, Jeq=250 kg∙m2, Ti=0.1 s) and 

blue (𝜎𝜎=0.01, Jeq=500 kg∙m2, Ti=0.1 s). 
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Figure 9- Power transient: synchronous generator (continuous) and 
inverter (dashed). Constant inverter power (black), proposed PID control 

with secondary regulation: red (𝜎𝜎=0.05, Jeq=50 kg∙m2, Ti=0.1s), green 
(𝜎𝜎=0.01, Jeq=250kgm2, Ti=0.1s) and blue (𝜎𝜎=0.01, Jeq=500kgm2, Ti=0.1s). 
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Figure 10 - Voltage transient due to load step: synchronous generator 
node (black), load 1 node (green), load 2 node (red), converter node (blue) 
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Figure 12- Power transient: master (black) and slave (red) converter  
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Figure 11- Voltage transient due to load step: converter 2 node (black), 
load 1 node (green), load 2 node (red), converter 1 node (blue) 

 



 

C. Voltage and current tracking 
Correct voltage tracking achievement has been verified 

considering the same condition of section VI, paragraph B. The 
resulting voltage behavior is reported in Fig.13. Current 
tracking has been verified with a 500 kW reference step for 
uniformity, and the resulting behavior is reported in Fig.14. 
One can notice that, for both voltage and current, efficient 
tracking is achieved. Voltage, in particular, is extremely stable, 
as one can expect since no approximations are present in 
control equations. Furthermore, the dynamic cancellation is 
complete since, with the considered parameters, the maximum 
derivative of the grid current ig is lower than the maximum 
current derivative generated by the converter, and hence 
controllability condition in maintained during the whole 
transient. Current tracking is almost as effective as voltage 
tracking even though minor approximations are present in 
current control equation, since grid voltage derivative has been 
neglected. As expected, current does not present significant 
oscillations. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes two control strategies to obtain voltage 

and frequency regulation in two different islanded-operated 
grid topologies: the first one considers a grid where 
synchronous generation is prevalent, while the second 
considers a grid where synchronous generation is absent. In the 
first case study, where frequency stability is the main issue, the 
proposed control effectively reduces frequency deviation and 
frequency oscillations. Even though the proposed control 
strategy has been developed for a grid with only two 
generators, it can easily be extended to grid with many static 
converters, since the gains of the PID regulator used for 
frequency regulation depends on the converter rated power and 
equivalent inertia, that can be considered project parameters. In 
the second case, where voltage stability is the main issue 
because of fixed frequency operation, voltage transients are 

successfully restrained. Better results in load sharing between 
converters can be obtained with different approaches, but, as 
long as the master converter is capable of fulfilling load 
changes, master-slave approach assures maximum service 
quality. Furthermore, this approach can be easily extended to 
grids where synchronous generation is present but static 
generation is prevalent. With respect to traditional control 
approaches, such as virtual synchronous generators and droop 
controls, the proposed approach allows to obtain higher voltage 
and frequency stability. Furthermore, since power flows can be 
prescheduled, the proposed control is suitable for integration in 
hierarchical control structures in order to obtain optimized grid 
operation. In conclusion and with reference to simulation 
results, the proposed control strategies allow islanded operation 
in both examined situations in full compliance normative 
prescriptions and high voltage and frequency stability. Future 
work will consider higher control layers for grid optimization 
and islanding/resynchronization management. A hierarchical 
control structure capable of realizing optimized grid operation 
in both islanded and grid-connected mode is currently under 
development and will be object of future publication. 
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